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PRoTeCTioN meASuReS AgAiNST debRiS 
flowS, uSiNg flexible RiNg NeT bARRieRS 
iN The TeufelSKAdRiCh, geRmANy
Roland Bucher¹, Corinna Wendeler², Vjekoslav Budimir³
1 GEOBRUGG Australia Pty Ltd, Australia
2 GEOBRUGG AG, Technical Department
3 GEOBRUGG AG, Representative Office, Croatia

Abstract

The steep, shrouded slope along the river Rhine between the German villages of Lorch and 
Assmannhausen is called the 'Teufelskadrich'. The railway line of the German Federal Railway 
and the motorway run alongside the river Rhine, between the toe of the slope and the river 
bench. In July 2008, after heavy rain and thunderstorms, several landslides and small debris 
flows occurred in the area, which closed the railway line for several days. Twelve flexible ring 
net barriers were designed, manufactured and installed within two months as part of an emer-
gency procedure. These barriers were tested and developed with 1:1 field tests in a research 
project in collaboration with the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest Snow and Landscape (wSl). 
These light weight, ring net barriers are quick to install, and are suitable for slopes with diffi-
cult access. They also have the ability to blend in with nature once installed, which was im-
portant in the 'Teufelskadrich' area, as the valley is a popular tourist destination. With the new 
barriers installed on the slope, mobilised material is drained and retained during a landslide 
or debris flow, by the filtering–effect of the ring net barriers. As an additional measure, some 
of the deposited debris has been stabilized using a slope stabilisation system, utilising high–
tensile chain link mesh and soil nails. Most of the future material is thus already retained in 
the catchment area, further reducing erosion and limiting mass mobilisation during an event.

Keywords: landslide, debris flow, flexible ring net barriers,  
slope stabilisation system, high–tensile chain link mesh

1 The 'Teufelskadrich' locality

Above the Rhine, rise the steep, barren slopes of the Rhenish Massif, an area that experien-
cesrockfall events and isolated landslides (see Fig. 1). From a geological point of view, the 
locality is situated in the right–bank massif, approximately 10 km west of the village of Rü-
desheim. The mountain range is predominantly composed of very hard quartzites, arranged 
as slate strata, which in terms of stratigraphy can be assigned to the Lower Devonian. Within 
the area under investigation, the Rhine flows approximately in a north–south direction at a 
height of around 80 m above sea level; the top edge of the slope area, which is exposed to 
the west, is at a height of around 310m above sea level. Apart from the cliffs, which protrude 
significantly and in some places can be up to 30 meters in height, the entire slope is covered 
by a layer of scree several meters thick. With a slope inclination of 30 and, in some places, 
>35°, this is close to the limit value for equilibrium. Due to the slope's overall morphological 
situation, with a fold structure that tapers off toward the foot of the slope, the rainfall, which at 
the top of the slope drains over a relatively large area, is increasingly channelled into isolated 
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erosion gullies as it flows down the slope. Detailed engineering topographical maps revealed 
around 3–4 larger main gully structures in the section of the slope under consideration. The 
concentration of water and debris flow in the natural gullies increases above a certain volume 
of rainfall, which increases the hazards of debris cover of the existing infrastructure at the 
toe of the slope.
In the wake of heavy rainfall on 30/07/2008, during which up to 100 mm of rain fell in the vici-
nity, it was reported that approximately 1,000 m3 of scree had washed onto the railroad tracks, 
disrupting rail services, fortunately without causing personal injury (see Fig. 1 on right).
It was important for the German Federal Railway to minimize disruption to their infrastructure, 
so to prevent further danger to rail traffic (and to road traffic on the federal highway that runs 
parallel to the railway) attempts had to be made to find an immediate solution to the problem. 
It was decide the best option was to use ring net barriers, which can be installed quickly and 
efficiently. In addition, experience had shown that a measure implemented back in 2005 had 
proven very successful (see Fig. 2 on the left).

Figure 1 Steep slope with loose material above the river Rhine (left) and material deposited at the railway line 
after the event in July 2008 (right).

2 Ring nets as protection against debris flows

2.1 Historical background

Before high–tensile flexible nets were used as protection against debris flows, they were used 
to contain driftwood as well as snow and rockfall events. 
From 2005 to 2008, these nets were tested as debris flow protection in Illgraben, one of the 
most active debris flow rivers in Switzerland. Utilising 1:1 field tests, their support system 
was adapted and optimized according to the new requirements. For the first time, specially 
developed measuring technology was used to measure rope forces in the barriers during a 
debris flow event, and simultaneously to calculate the density and corresponding pressures 
exerted by the debris [1]. The field test data and a further 70 complementary laboratory tests 
were used to derive a load model to dimension these nets. This in turn was implemented 
into the finite element software fARo [2]. This software will enable engineers in the future to 
dimension these nets easily and efficiently under practical conditions.
2.2 Ring nets as protection against debris flows in the Teufelskadrich
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The first three flexible ring nets were installed as debris flow barriers in the Teufelskadrich 
back in 2005. This was done at the same time as the research project began (see Fig. 2). Du-
ring the event of 2008, these nets succeeded in holding back around 100 m3 of material. Its 
projected retention volume had been significantly smaller than the total cubage of the event 
that occurred.
Geologists and engineers were on site the same day the event occurred, in order to assess 
the damage to the buried railroad tracks and to begin working out appropriate protective 
measures. It was clear that the material along the slopes had been deposited by debris flows 
as they swept downhill. It became clear to all involved that the gullies had to be stabilised to 
protect the railway tracks and the federal highway. It was also important not to cause major 
disruption to rail services during the construction phase. The safety of the two transportation 
routes during the construction phase was paramount throughout this process. 

Figure 2 Installed ring net barrier of 2005 filled after the event in July 2008 (left) and gully after the same 
event (right).

2.3 Statement by the rail operator concerning the planned protective measure

Three debris surges in all had landed on the track of the Wiesbaden–Niederlahnstein rail line 
between the 71.985 – 72.370 km mark. The mass of debris and mud that had been deposited 
on and around the track caused the line to be closed in both directions. The necessary mea-
sures to protect both transportation routes (railroad and federal highway) against landslides 
or shallow landslides along this section of the line had to be taken immediately to guard 
against further dangers.
Due to the severity of the incidents, an external assessor was called in to evaluate the poten-
tial risks. The first measure to guard against further dangers and to restore rail services was 
to clear the line and the safety installations already in place and to repair and restore the 
damaged safety installations. The following section provides a more detailed explanation of 
the next steps based on the assessor's evaluation.

3 Planning the ring net barriers

3.1 Determining the requisite barrier locations

The engineering office tasked with the planning work carried out an extensive on–site inspec-
tion to determine the appropriate barrier locations, on the basis of existing gullies and corres-
ponding deposits of loose material. This inspection resulted in 12 ring net barriers to ensure 
sufficient retention of material as well as several smaller 'debris brakes' to stabilize the gullies 
and the slope. An additional barrier made from high–tensile steel wire mesh was also used 
to reinforce excessively steep sections of the slope in the vicinity of the deposited mounds 
of scree. The next section discusses the dimensioning of the ring net barriers in more detail.
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3.2 Numerical simulation

The volume of debris displaced was used to make an overall assessment for the event that 
had occurred. This produced a mobilised volume for the northernmost gully of approximately 
500m3; the total volume of debris displaced was calculated at around 1,000m3. This value was 
to be guaranteed as a minimum value for the projected retention volume in dimensioning the 
protective measures to be implemented. The following input variables for dimensioning the ring 
net barriers were calculated:
 · Vmax = 500 m3 per main gully
 · Maximum channel slope: 45°
 · Maximum debris flow density: 2000 kg/m3

 · Maximum flow Qmax = 0.135 • V0.78 = 17.2 m/s (calculated empirically [3])
The maximum flow can be used to make an empirical calculation of the maximum flow speed: 
vmax = 2.1•Q0.34•I0.2 = 5.5 m/s [4]. 
At a maximum gully width of bmax=3m, the continuity equation gives a maximum flow height for a 
wave thrust of hmax=1m. Five wave thrusts would thus be required to completely fill a five–meter 
high system [1].
As an example, the dimensioning of the barriers is shown for debris flow barrier 10. Due to its 
maximum system height and span width and its location directly within a gully, this fence is one 
of the determinative systems. The barrier geometry is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 Decisive geometry for dimensioning of the ring net with middle post height of 5m and the two border 
posts with 2m height.

The net is dimensioned for the dynamic impact of the first debris wave using the input parameters 
described above. A dynamic wave impact acts on the lower part of the net with a force along the 
length of the rope of Fdyn = ρ•v2•hmax= 2000•5.52•1= 60.5 kN/m [5]. 
The corresponding fARo simulation was carried out for this first wave impact (see Fig. 4 on left). 
For the support system selected, the two lower support ropes had a load factor of just under 60%.

Figure 4 Results of component utilization with FARO for the first debris flow wave impact on the shown barrier 
geometry of Fig. 3 (left) and Load case of the full barrier in FARO with the utilisation of the components 
of 80% (right).
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The second determinative load situation involves the barriers being completely full (see Fig. 
4 on right). Here, to be on the safe side, the ring net must be capable of bearing the full 
hydrostatic pressure of the debris given that no more detailed information is available on the 
drainage behaviour of the debris flow material away from the Teufelskadrich. Thus no state-
ment can be made on how quickly the material drains or how the behaviour of the retained 
material approximates to the active earth pressure state.
The performed fARo calculations can be used for the planned debris flow barriers system, 
including the effective anchor forces based on the 1:1 field tests It was possible to lay out and 
dimension the other barriers accordingly on the basis of these calculations.

3.3 Construction

In consultation with the conservation and the licensing authorities, every aspect of the con-
struction work was supervised by a team of ecological specialists to ensure that the sensitive 
flora and fauna of the uNeSCo World Heritage Site was respected, and to keep distruption to 
a minimum. These authorities were closely involved in planning and implementing the work.
As this project was deemed urgent, it was necessary to ensure during construction work that 
the barriers were installed as efficiently and quickly as possible, without hindering the pa-
ssing rail traffic. To protect the rail traffic from rockfall during construction, existing catch 
fences as well as protective elements used in canal construction, were installed on a provi-
sional basis and rear–anchored. It was thus possible to carry out the protection work while 
maintaining rail services on both tracks. Due to the steep slopes and the poor accessibility, 
construction work was often challenging (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5 Drilling being carried out on ropes (left) and fixing of the ring net after the installation of support 
ropes (right).

In order to be able to verify the full load–bearing capacity of the projected anchor loads in 
unconsolidated soil, 10% of the anchors used were checked in stress tests before the ring 
net barriers were installed. At the same time, the slope stabilisation with the high–tensile 
mesh and the debris brakes in the flushed–out gullies were completed (see Fig. 6). In order 
to meet the planned deadlines for completion of the work, close cooperation was required 
between the contractors, the product manufacturers, the engineers tasked with planning and 
the principal on–site. 
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With a three–week planning phase (which also saw construction work begun in parallel,) 
the entire project was completed successfully in a period of six weeks, with installation work 
carrying on through adverse weather conditions.

Figure 6 Slope stabilisation for the loose deposited material (left) and small debris brake at a gully to reduce 
the flow energy level (right).

4 Conclusions

The completion of the twelve ring net barriers for protection against debris flows was the 
first time such an overall concept had been implemented in Germany. In the Hasliberg region 
(Bernese Oberland, Switzerland), a similar protection concept had been implemented for the 
first time since 2005, following floods [5].
The main benefits of these barriers lay not only in the short construction times and the ease 
of installation in hard–to–reach terrain, but also in the fact that the project had minimized 
the necessary impact on the protected landscape of the Middle Rhine Valley, a uNeSCo World 
Heritage Site popular with tourists. Even in winter, when most of the vegetation is devoid of 
leaves, the protective measures can only be spotted with difficulty from the opposite bank of 
the Rhine (see Fig. 7). The new debris flow nets are marked in red and the old existing rockfall 
barriers in green in this figure.
Thus this innovative protective measure appears to have benefited both the principal – Ger-
man Railway Ag – which need no longer worry about disruptions caused by debris flows and 
landslides on this section of line in future, and the natural environment, which has been given 
adiscreet protection system, that impacts as little as possible on the plant and animal life in 
the area. The popular tourist region around Assmansshausen is only affected slightly by the 
new measure and will thus remain a popular tourist destination for the future.
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Figure 7 Installation complete with old rock fall barriers and new installed debris flow barriers. (Source of Fig. 
7: Institute of Environmental Planning, Dr. Kübler GmbH).
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